Schizophrenic performance on line bisection: no simple lateralization defects.
Many studies have assessed the possible lateralization deficits of schizophrenics, and the results usually suggest left hemisphere dysfunction. Nevertheless, they have been variable. This may have been due to cognitive demand of the different tasks, not to changes in brain lateralization itself. In order to circumvent this problem, the present study evaluates the performance of schizophrenics on a simple but lateralized task, line bisection. Subjects bisected a line using either visual or tactile information, with the left or right hand, when it was placed in their left or right hemispace or directly in front of them. Schizophrenic subjects were not more erroneous than normals (variable error), nor were they biased differently from normals in either direction with either modality of sensory input (constant error). There were only two significant effects of group on the tactile line bisection, one of position x length x group and one of position x hand x end x length x group, both on constant error (directional bias). The lack of main effects and presence of interactions on these basic tasks suggests that apparent lateralization differences found in schizophrenic subjects are due not to a simple defect of brain lateralization but may stem from task demands and attention allocation.